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Why is the Issue important ?Why is the Issue important ?
  the public knows the name of the owner andthe public knows the name of the owner and

the funder of this failed facilitythe funder of this failed facility



External Influences on BusinessExternal Influences on Business
in the 21in the 21stst century: century:

Outsiders who can affect your businessOutsiders who can affect your business
–– RegulatorsRegulators
–– FundersFunders
–– Stakeholders/affected people or communitiesStakeholders/affected people or communities
–– ActivistsActivists
–– Customers (with reputational concerns)Customers (with reputational concerns)

To engage with companies stakeholders requireTo engage with companies stakeholders require
informationinformation
–– and they will source if from where they can get it !and they will source if from where they can get it !
–– therefore there is value in providing much of it !therefore there is value in providing much of it !



The range of issuesThe range of issues  (1990s)(1990s)

EnvironmentEnvironment
Employee (Occupational) Health &Employee (Occupational) Health &
Safety (OHS)Safety (OHS)
Community Development, Health &Community Development, Health &
SafetySafety
Human RightsHuman Rights
Corporate Social InvestmentCorporate Social Investment



The range of issuesThe range of issues  (2000s)(2000s)

Climate changeClimate change
Bio-diversityBio-diversity
Ethical Business practicesEthical Business practices
HIV/AidsHIV/Aids
Adherence to Industry Codes and StandardsAdherence to Industry Codes and Standards
Greater Emphasis on Community Development,Greater Emphasis on Community Development,
Safety and HealthSafety and Health



The range of issuesThe range of issues  (2010/11)(2010/11)

Water SecurityWater Security
Energy EfficiencyEnergy Efficiency
Employee RightsEmployee Rights
Promoting Sustainability among suppliersPromoting Sustainability among suppliers
Specific Climate Change ActionSpecific Climate Change Action
Integrating Sustainable Development intoIntegrating Sustainable Development into
Corporate Decision-making and CorporateCorporate Decision-making and Corporate
Governance StructuresGovernance Structures
Integrated Risk ManagementIntegrated Risk Management



Activist strategiesActivist strategies
Activists are self-selecting, issue-driven and inconsistent, andActivists are self-selecting, issue-driven and inconsistent, and
have access to global information flow based on global networkshave access to global information flow based on global networks
(internet and cellphone penetration)(internet and cellphone penetration)

NGOs have globally acquired the moral high ground (the right toNGOs have globally acquired the moral high ground (the right to
be heard and the right to their concerns being addressed)  andbe heard and the right to their concerns being addressed)  and
are securing formal are securing formal loci standi loci standi in many jurisdictionsin many jurisdictions

Targeting operationalTargeting operational
–– sites or corporate officessites or corporate offices
–– financiers financiers –– most concerned about respectability most concerned about respectability



LessonsLessons
Cost of poorly communicatedCost of poorly communicated

environmental strategy - Xstrataenvironmental strategy - Xstrata
LSE listingLSE listing

Shell’s Mexican Gulf disaster – US $
10bn penalty although no law was
broken, only own codes violated.

Lloyds of London – historical asbestos claims
resulting in near bankruptcy



Cajamarca is a traditionally
agricultural-based region

with a population of
130,000

Yanacocha, Cajamarca - Peru

Yanacocha gold mine is
located 48 km from

Cajamarca and 600 km north
of Lima

..

Peru
Lima

Cajamarca



Project characteristicsProject characteristics

Minera Yanacocha S.A. (MYSA) comprises:Minera Yanacocha S.A. (MYSA) comprises:
Newmont Mining Corporation (51.35%)Newmont Mining Corporation (51.35%)
CompaCompaññia de Minas Buenaventura S.A.A (43.65%)ia de Minas Buenaventura S.A.A (43.65%)
International Finance Corporation (5%)International Finance Corporation (5%)

Largest gold mine in Latin America and second largestLargest gold mine in Latin America and second largest
in the world (3.3Moz in 2005)in the world (3.3Moz in 2005)

Yanacocha comprises:Yanacocha comprises:
5 open pits5 open pits
4 heap leaches4 heap leaches
3 gold processing plants3 gold processing plants

The mine employs 1,800 employees and up to 6,000The mine employs 1,800 employees and up to 6,000
contractorscontractors



The Choropampa mercury spillThe Choropampa mercury spill

150 kg of mercury spilled from a contractor's truck150 kg of mercury spilled from a contractor's truck
in Choropampa 80 km southwest of the minein Choropampa 80 km southwest of the mine

Mixed messages sent by MYSA to the communityMixed messages sent by MYSA to the community
about the risks associated with mercury exposure:about the risks associated with mercury exposure:

Loudspeaker broadcasts warned of the risk of mercuryLoudspeaker broadcasts warned of the risk of mercury
exposureexposure
Paid residents $30/kg to recover mercury (but no PPE issued)Paid residents $30/kg to recover mercury (but no PPE issued)
Cost of clean up estimated to be $10-16MCost of clean up estimated to be $10-16M

In August 2002, MYSA was fined $500,000 in PeruIn August 2002, MYSA was fined $500,000 in Peru

In 2002, 1,100 villagers filed two federal law suits inIn 2002, 1,100 villagers filed two federal law suits in
Denver, USA against Newmont over the spill Denver, USA against Newmont over the spill –– trials trials
began in 2007began in 2007



Dispute over Cerro QuilishDispute over Cerro Quilish
Cerro Quilish orebody has proven & probable reservesCerro Quilish orebody has proven & probable reserves
of 3.9Moz, but Cerro Quilish provides 70% ofof 3.9Moz, but Cerro Quilish provides 70% of
CajamarcaCajamarca’’s water and is considered a local deitys water and is considered a local deity

October 2002:October 2002: Municipality of Cajamarca declares Municipality of Cajamarca declares
Cerro Quilish off limits for miningCerro Quilish off limits for mining

August 2004:August 2004: High Court ruling that exploration can High Court ruling that exploration can
proceed if a proper EIA is in placeproceed if a proper EIA is in place

September 2-16 2004:September 2-16 2004: Major protests involving Major protests involving
10,000 people as work starts at Cerro Quilish 10,000 people as work starts at Cerro Quilish –– road road
blockades + violent protests + 24 hour strikeblockades + violent protests + 24 hour strike

November 2004:November 2004: Newmont asks government to Newmont asks government to
retract its licence to explore Cerro Quilish retract its licence to explore Cerro Quilish –– 25.7% 25.7%
drop in proven and probable reserves at MYSAdrop in proven and probable reserves at MYSA



Cost of mediation at YanacochaCost of mediation at Yanacocha
Expenditure on mediation and water monitoring totalsExpenditure on mediation and water monitoring totals
about $4.2M:about $4.2M:

$281,328 (2002-2003)$281,328 (2002-2003)
$265,000 (2003-2004)$265,000 (2003-2004)
Not disclosed (2004-2005)Not disclosed (2004-2005)
$338,065 (2005-2006$338,065 (2005-2006

Independent water studies (tIndependent water studies (took 20 months and took 300ook 20 months and took 300
water samples from 48 sampling points)water samples from 48 sampling points)

$1.4M in 2003$1.4M in 2003
$695,975 in 2004$695,975 in 2004

ConsultantsConsultants

Management timeManagement time

Incidental costs (travel, logistics)Incidental costs (travel, logistics)



Cost of interruption toCost of interruption to
productionproduction

Two week blockade of site in September 2004Two week blockade of site in September 2004
resulted in additional $2M cost for helicopterresulted in additional $2M cost for helicopter
transport of personnel and suppliestransport of personnel and supplies

In August 2006, Newmont conceded that In August 2006, Newmont conceded that ““thethe
paralyzation of operations is totalparalyzation of operations is total”” due to a six day due to a six day
blockade  and reported the following losses resultingblockade  and reported the following losses resulting
from every lost day of production:from every lost day of production:

$1.8M loss to company$1.8M loss to company
$615,000 lost taxation revenue to Peru$615,000 lost taxation revenue to Peru
Temporary withdrawal of funding for community projectsTemporary withdrawal of funding for community projects



Disruption of the projectDisruption of the project
pipelinepipeline

Shelving of the Cerro Quilish project in 2004:Shelving of the Cerro Quilish project in 2004:
Abandoned proven and probable resources of 3.9MozAbandoned proven and probable resources of 3.9Moz
(representing) a drop of 25.7% in MYSA(representing) a drop of 25.7% in MYSA’’s reservess reserves
Loss of potential earnings equated to $3.8billion at 2009 pricesLoss of potential earnings equated to $3.8billion at 2009 prices

Construction of the $170M Carachugo II heap leachConstruction of the $170M Carachugo II heap leach
expansion suspended for an expansion suspended for an ““indefiniteindefinite”” period in period in
August 2006 (was due to be completed by end 2006)August 2006 (was due to be completed by end 2006)

Similar opposition brewing towards development ofSimilar opposition brewing towards development of
the Minas Conga deposit (reported resource ofthe Minas Conga deposit (reported resource of
8.7Moz) 8.7Moz) –– declared a Protected Area by municipality declared a Protected Area by municipality
of Celendin in late 2005of Celendin in late 2005



Stakeholder activismStakeholder activism
NewmontNewmont’’s share price dropped 8% in Septembers share price dropped 8% in September
2004 during the Cerro Quilish blockade2004 during the Cerro Quilish blockade

Letter campaign to CEOs of Newmont and IFCLetter campaign to CEOs of Newmont and IFC

In December 2003, Boston Common AssetIn December 2003, Boston Common Asset
Management filed a shareholder resolution demandingManagement filed a shareholder resolution demanding
a report on the companya report on the company’’s human- and environmental-s human- and environmental-
rights record around the worldrights record around the world

Shareholders expressed concern at successiveShareholders expressed concern at successive
Newmont AGMs.  Activism at the Newmont AGMs.  Activism at the AGM held in AprilAGM held in April
2005 included:2005 included:

Demonstrations by representatives of host communities fromDemonstrations by representatives of host communities from
NewmontNewmont’’s mines on four continentss mines on four continents
Calpers stated it would vote against a stock incentive planCalpers stated it would vote against a stock incentive plan
because of the companybecause of the company’’s s ““poor performancepoor performance””



Financial Sector Initiatives toFinancial Sector Initiatives to
source Information onsource Information on

Sustainability PerformanceSustainability Performance
from Companiesfrom Companies



When are financiers vulnerable to nonWhen are financiers vulnerable to non
financial risk/ sustainability issuesfinancial risk/ sustainability issues

In countries with weak environmental legislation and/or poorIn countries with weak environmental legislation and/or poor
enforcement (according to subjective First World riskenforcement (according to subjective First World risk
perception often based upon stereotypes)perception often based upon stereotypes)

‘‘High profileHigh profile’’ or controversial projects, which include elements or controversial projects, which include elements
such as:such as:

Technologies  using large volumes of dangerous or hazardousTechnologies  using large volumes of dangerous or hazardous
substances (e.g. cyanide)substances (e.g. cyanide)
Projects impacting on endangered species and eco-systemsProjects impacting on endangered species and eco-systems
Projects with a nuclear component (including uranium mining)Projects with a nuclear component (including uranium mining)
Riverine or marine tailings (mine waste) disposalRiverine or marine tailings (mine waste) disposal
Projects in or close to national parksProjects in or close to national parks
Involuntary relocationInvoluntary relocation
Unusual labour practicesUnusual labour practices

Where the financier has taken equityWhere the financier has taken equity



Why are Why are ‘‘non financial/non financial/
sustainability issuessustainability issues’’ important to important to

companies and financiers?companies and financiers?
‘‘Non FinancialNon Financial’’ issues : issues :

Threaten legal complianceThreaten legal compliance
Impede proponentImpede proponent’’s ability to service the loan,s ability to service the loan,
by altering project structure or timelinesby altering project structure or timelines
Impact directly and indirectly on theImpact directly and indirectly on the
profitability of the project (particularlyprofitability of the project (particularly
important where the financier has taken equity)important where the financier has taken equity)
Create post-project liabilities that Create post-project liabilities that ‘‘follow thefollow the
deepest pocketsdeepest pockets’’
Damage financierDamage financier’’s reputation, potentiallys reputation, potentially
impacting on future lending opportunitiesimpacting on future lending opportunities



Principles for ResponsiblePrinciples for Responsible
Investment (PRI)Investment (PRI)

To consider environmental, social and governanceTo consider environmental, social and governance
(ESG) issues in all investment decisions and to(ESG) issues in all investment decisions and to
demonstrate transparently how this is donedemonstrate transparently how this is done
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PRI in AfricaPRI in Africa

Globally 905 asset managers & investmentGlobally 905 asset managers & investment
managers signed on with 34 trillion US $managers signed on with 34 trillion US $
In Africa (mainly RSA) 32 asset managers &In Africa (mainly RSA) 32 asset managers &
investment managers,investment managers,……but accounting forbut accounting for
more than 40% of JSE-listed share capitalmore than 40% of JSE-listed share capital
Key members in South Africa: GovernmentKey members in South Africa: Government
Employees Pension Fund (GEPF) which ownsEmployees Pension Fund (GEPF) which owns
(24% of SA listed companies capital), 1(24% of SA listed companies capital), 1
signatory in Nigeria, 2 in Mauritiussignatory in Nigeria, 2 in Mauritius



Equator Principles (EP)Equator Principles (EP)
A voluntary private sector initiative of international banksA voluntary private sector initiative of international banks
sought a rigorous and systematic way to identify and managesought a rigorous and systematic way to identify and manage
non-financial risk and wanted to avoid non-financial risk and wanted to avoid ‘‘reinventing the wheelreinventing the wheel’’

International Finance CorporationInternational Finance Corporation’’s (IFC) guidelines adopteds (IFC) guidelines adopted
by the Equator Principle banks for all projects over US$10M,by the Equator Principle banks for all projects over US$10M,
to manage environmental and social risks in project financingto manage environmental and social risks in project financing
cost effectively by requiring a risk management processcost effectively by requiring a risk management process
across the project cycle.across the project cycle.

Equator Banks consistently provided over 85% of projectEquator Banks consistently provided over 85% of project
finance in emerging markets between 2004 and 2010finance in emerging markets between 2004 and 2010

““We will not provide loans to projects where the borrowerWe will not provide loans to projects where the borrower
will not or is unable to comply with our respective socialwill not or is unable to comply with our respective social
and environmental policies and procedures that implementand environmental policies and procedures that implement
the Equator Principlesthe Equator Principles”” (from Preamble of EP) (from Preamble of EP)



So what are So what are ‘‘World BankWorld Bank
GuidelinesGuidelines’’??

World Bank Group (WBG) has produced a bewilderingWorld Bank Group (WBG) has produced a bewildering
array of guidelines and codes of practice (over 70array of guidelines and codes of practice (over 70
since 1993):since 1993):

Overall guidance is the Pollution Prevention and AbatementOverall guidance is the Pollution Prevention and Abatement
HandbookHandbook
Nine Performance Standards (which superceded the SafeguardNine Performance Standards (which superceded the Safeguard
Policies) provide the guiding principlesPolicies) provide the guiding principles
Some guidelines are activity specific (eg. Mining and Milling:Some guidelines are activity specific (eg. Mining and Milling:
underground and open pit)underground and open pit)
Some guidelines are sector-specific (eg. nickel smelting &Some guidelines are sector-specific (eg. nickel smelting &
refining)refining)
Some guidelines overlap and some are contradictory (eg.Some guidelines overlap and some are contradictory (eg.
acceptable environmental levels of cyanide)acceptable environmental levels of cyanide)

All guidelines and standards available at All guidelines and standards available at www.ifc.orgwww.ifc.org



Carbon Disclosure ProjectCarbon Disclosure Project
 The Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) is an The Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) is an independent not-for-profitindependent not-for-profit

organization  for institutional investors seeking a lasting organization  for institutional investors seeking a lasting relationshiprelationship
between shareholders and corporationsbetween shareholders and corporations  regarding the implications forregarding the implications for
shareholder value and commercial operations presented by climateshareholder value and commercial operations presented by climate
changechange

 On the investors behalf it seeks information on the business risks andOn the investors behalf it seeks information on the business risks and
opportunities presented by climate change and greenhouse gasopportunities presented by climate change and greenhouse gas
emissions data from the world's largest companies: 5000 in 2010.emissions data from the world's largest companies: 5000 in 2010.

 Responding to the CDP information request is voluntary, however theResponding to the CDP information request is voluntary, however the
request for disclosure comes from over 385 institutional investors whorequest for disclosure comes from over 385 institutional investors who
hold stakes and shares with a combined US$57 trillion of assets underhold stakes and shares with a combined US$57 trillion of assets under
managementmanagement



What Does the QuestionnaireWhat Does the Questionnaire
Cover?Cover?

 Analysis of the commercial risks and opportunities from climate changeAnalysis of the commercial risks and opportunities from climate change
including:including:
 regulation,regulation,
 physical risks from extreme weather events,physical risks from extreme weather events,
 changes in technology andchanges in technology and
 shifts in consumer attitude and demand.shifts in consumer attitude and demand.
 Strategy to respond to the risks and opportunities that climate changeStrategy to respond to the risks and opportunities that climate change

presents (presents (adaptation strategyadaptation strategy))

 GHG emissions accounting: Determination of the actual absolute GreenhouseGHG emissions accounting: Determination of the actual absolute Greenhouse
Gas Emissions according to the GHG protocolGas Emissions according to the GHG protocol

 Performance: Performance: GHG emissions management, reduction plans and cost implications.GHG emissions management, reduction plans and cost implications.

 Climate change Climate change governancegovernance: determine responsibility and management approach: determine responsibility and management approach
to climate changeto climate change



Responding to Investor InformationResponding to Investor Information
RequestsRequests

Benefits of respondingBenefits of responding to the CDP / PRI or other questionnaires: to the CDP / PRI or other questionnaires:
Issues such as climate change presents strategic risks andIssues such as climate change presents strategic risks and
opportunities to most companies.opportunities to most companies.
Going through the process of answering these questionnairesGoing through the process of answering these questionnaires
enables companies to begin the process of measuring theirenables companies to begin the process of measuring their
resource usage or sustainability indicators as a first stepresource usage or sustainability indicators as a first step
towards being able to then manage these issues.towards being able to then manage these issues.
Answering CDP provides a high level of visibility andAnswering CDP provides a high level of visibility and
accountability to all stakeholders including institutionalaccountability to all stakeholders including institutional
investors.investors.
The questionnaire contains quantitative as well as qualitativeThe questionnaire contains quantitative as well as qualitative
information and thus it enables companies to take a holistic lookinformation and thus it enables companies to take a holistic look
at sustainability risks, opportunities and management strategies.at sustainability risks, opportunities and management strategies.



Why begin/expand SD Reporting?Why begin/expand SD Reporting?
OOutside targeted public meetings that form part of theutside targeted public meetings that form part of the
permitting process, the annual sustainability report is the onlypermitting process, the annual sustainability report is the only
means for stakeholders / investors to gain a broader, regularmeans for stakeholders / investors to gain a broader, regular
insight into the organisationinsight into the organisation’’s sustainability performance.s sustainability performance.

AAnnual nnual SSustainability ustainability RReport represents a standardised formateport represents a standardised format
for responding to stakeholder information needs and requestsfor responding to stakeholder information needs and requests
and to demonstrate performance that can be reported in aand to demonstrate performance that can be reported in a
measurable format.measurable format.

Demonstrate Good Governance and Responsible Behaviour (andDemonstrate Good Governance and Responsible Behaviour (and
another way to spread a marketing message)another way to spread a marketing message)

Website not yet replacing hardcopy report as single key sourceWebsite not yet replacing hardcopy report as single key source
for internal and external usersfor internal and external users



Challenges in the CorporateChallenges in the Corporate
Engine RoomEngine Room

Sustainable Development: a poorly defined term forSustainable Development: a poorly defined term for
the practitionerthe practitioner

Avoiding the straightjacket of reporting codes; usingAvoiding the straightjacket of reporting codes; using
rather than ticking your way through reportingrather than ticking your way through reporting
guidelines such as GRIguidelines such as GRI

Disclosure/Reporting requirements of Codes/Disclosure/Reporting requirements of Codes/
Guidelines and Listing Requirements: managing theGuidelines and Listing Requirements: managing the
overlapoverlap

Timing of Reports: synchronization with statutoryTiming of Reports: synchronization with statutory
reports and governance systemsreports and governance systems



The Objective of Reporting?The Objective of Reporting?

Developing corporate consensus forDeveloping corporate consensus for
reporting:reporting:

Operational management systems manage materialOperational management systems manage material
issues and generate data suitable for operational andissues and generate data suitable for operational and
reporting purposesreporting purposes
Ability to receive stakeholder inputAbility to receive stakeholder input
Ability to determine materiality of risks andAbility to determine materiality of risks and
opportunitiesopportunities
Ability to balance required versus desirable level ofAbility to balance required versus desirable level of
disclosuredisclosure
Confirm hierarchy of decision-makingConfirm hierarchy of decision-making



The Features of GoodThe Features of Good
Sustainability ReportingSustainability Reporting

Relevant and TimelyRelevant and Timely

AccessibleAccessible

True, non-selective and fairTrue, non-selective and fair

Systematic and comparableSystematic and comparable

Quantitative information with contextQuantitative information with context



SD Reporting FormatsSD Reporting Formats

Must at minimum comply with statutory disclosureMust at minimum comply with statutory disclosure
requirementsrequirements
Should reflect organizationShould reflect organization’’s material challenges ands material challenges and
opportunitiesopportunities
Be accessible timely and relevantBe accessible timely and relevant

Can use any format but the most common is the GRICan use any format but the most common is the GRI
(Global Reporting Initiative)  a voluntary initiative(Global Reporting Initiative)  a voluntary initiative
established by civil society, governments and globalestablished by civil society, governments and global
accountancy firms as a multi-stakeholder network inaccountancy firms as a multi-stakeholder network in
1997.1997.
2002; GRI v.2 released2002; GRI v.2 released
2004; GRI Sector Supplements released.2004; GRI Sector Supplements released.
2006; GRI v.3 released2006; GRI v.3 released





Key Features of GRI v.3Key Features of GRI v.3

PrinciplesPrinciples for for
–– Defining Report ContentDefining Report Content based on; materiality, based on; materiality,

stakeholder inclusiveness, sustainability context,stakeholder inclusiveness, sustainability context,
completeness.completeness.

–– Reporting Principles for defining QualityReporting Principles for defining Quality based based
on; balance, clarity, accuracy, timeliness,on; balance, clarity, accuracy, timeliness,
comparability, reliability.comparability, reliability.

––   Reporting Guideline for Boundary SettingReporting Guideline for Boundary Setting based based
on; control, significant influence, significance ofon; control, significant influence, significance of
impactsimpacts



Key Features of GRI v.3Key Features of GRI v.3

SectionsSections
–– Strategy and ProfileStrategy and Profile

Strategy ProfileStrategy Profile
Report ParametersReport Parameters
Governance Commitments and EngagementGovernance Commitments and Engagement
Management Approach and PerformanceManagement Approach and Performance
IndicatorsIndicators

–– EconomicEconomic
–– EnvironmentalEnvironmental
–– Social:Social:

Labor Practices and Decent WorkLabor Practices and Decent Work
Human RightsHuman Rights
SocietySociety
Product ResponsibilityProduct Responsibility



GRIv.3 GRIv.3 –– where does the company where does the company
and analysts find value?and analysts find value?

Tighter definitions to inform data gathering systems,Tighter definitions to inform data gathering systems,
making data/ information more objective /making data/ information more objective /
comparable.comparable.
Financiers look for GRI reporting format.Financiers look for GRI reporting format.
Outsourcing of sustainability report harder unlessOutsourcing of sustainability report harder unless
consultant embedded.consultant embedded.
Greater comparability of data over timeGreater comparability of data over time
Greater accessibility of data over timeGreater accessibility of data over time
More explicit information on management approachesMore explicit information on management approaches
to sustainability risks and opportunities.to sustainability risks and opportunities.
Better information about corporateBetter information about corporate
competencies/capacity.competencies/capacity.
More explicit calibration of sector risk profileMore explicit calibration of sector risk profile



‘‘Weasel WordsWeasel Words’’

““AppropriateAppropriate””

““Where practicalWhere practical””

““In line with best practiceIn line with best practice””

““The highest international standardsThe highest international standards””

““Is committed to:Is committed to:
–– PrinciplesPrinciples
–– The spirit ofThe spirit of
–– Complying withComplying with””



Bad practice Bad practice –– getting it right getting it right

The trouble with rules !The trouble with rules !
““..while the balance sheet net asset value ..while the balance sheet net asset value oof thef the

company is constrained by Gcompany is constrained by GAAPAAP....””

““It is company policy to comply with all laws andIt is company policy to comply with all laws and
regulations as appropriate.regulations as appropriate.””

““A framework for the implementation of women in theA framework for the implementation of women in the
mining industry will be implemented during the firstmining industry will be implemented during the first
quarter of 2004.quarter of 2004.””



What to get right:What to get right:

An organization usually best informed aboutAn organization usually best informed about
its status/issues, but..its status/issues, but..
to manage them it must be honest with itself.to manage them it must be honest with itself.
prioritize holistic risk management accordingprioritize holistic risk management according
to its unique set of circumstancesto its unique set of circumstances
Based upon this understanding it can chooseBased upon this understanding it can choose
to participate involuntary initiativesto participate involuntary initiatives
Take long-term or project life-cycle viewTake long-term or project life-cycle view
Prioritize reporting according to needs ofPrioritize reporting according to needs of
reasonable, material stakeholdersreasonable, material stakeholders



Its Consistency & PerformanceIts Consistency & Performance

Company must have internal consensus on the objective ofCompany must have internal consensus on the objective of
reportingreporting

Company must have consistency in its approach to reportingCompany must have consistency in its approach to reporting

Performance reported consistently and in a credible, non-selectivePerformance reported consistently and in a credible, non-selective
manner creates reputationmanner creates reputation

Establishing a track record of communication under non-crisisEstablishing a track record of communication under non-crisis
conditions is a core component of future trust among stakeholders.conditions is a core component of future trust among stakeholders.

A credible (even imperfect) track record gives an advantage inA credible (even imperfect) track record gives an advantage in
accessing new projects, markets and partnerships and facilitatesaccessing new projects, markets and partnerships and facilitates
permitting processes.permitting processes.



Measuring the impact ofMeasuring the impact of
reportingreporting

Direct Costs: Reporting material, quantitativeDirect Costs: Reporting material, quantitative
information that empowers stakeholders should be ainformation that empowers stakeholders should be a
by-product of internal systems and performance andby-product of internal systems and performance and
thus not costly. In the absence of good internalthus not costly. In the absence of good internal
systems it will be costly to generate sustainabilitysystems it will be costly to generate sustainability
reports.reports.

Reputational Value: Push material stakeholders forReputational Value: Push material stakeholders for
feedback:feedback:
–– Analyse recruitment dataAnalyse recruitment data
–– Analyse investor responsesAnalyse investor responses
–– Analyse employee perceptionsAnalyse employee perceptions
–– Analyse customer/supplier feedbacksAnalyse customer/supplier feedbacks



Statutory requirement vs.Statutory requirement vs.
voluntary initiativesvoluntary initiatives

Statutory requirement:Statutory requirement:
Requirement in terms of the legislationRequirement in terms of the legislation
Condition of licence/permit/approvalCondition of licence/permit/approval
Failure to comply constitutes a breach of licence/permit conditionsFailure to comply constitutes a breach of licence/permit conditions

Voluntary initiatives include:Voluntary initiatives include:
Codes of practiceCodes of practice
Sector-specific initiatives to address a particular issueSector-specific initiatives to address a particular issue

Voluntary initiatives are:Voluntary initiatives are:
Generally developed by industry associationsGenerally developed by industry associations
Usually more operationally focusedUsually more operationally focused
Often developed as a response to a major incidentOften developed as a response to a major incident

Voluntary initiatives may subsequently be adopted into lawVoluntary initiatives may subsequently be adopted into law
and/or be stipulated as a condition of environmentaland/or be stipulated as a condition of environmental
licences/permitslicences/permits



Why do we need voluntaryWhy do we need voluntary
initiatives?initiatives?

Where the existing law:Where the existing law:
Does not cover the issue/situation under considerationDoes not cover the issue/situation under consideration
May address the issue, but in a manner that is:May address the issue, but in a manner that is:

–– Inadequate and/orInadequate and/or
–– Incomplete/ambiguous/contradictory and/orIncomplete/ambiguous/contradictory and/or
–– Poorly enforcedPoorly enforced

Where the issue to be managed spans a number ofWhere the issue to be managed spans a number of
different jurisdictionsdifferent jurisdictions

Where the industry needs to demonstrate that:Where the industry needs to demonstrate that:
It has exhibited It has exhibited ‘‘due diligencedue diligence’’ in dealing with a particular issue in dealing with a particular issue
It is responsive to stakeholder concerns over a particularIt is responsive to stakeholder concerns over a particular
concern or incidentconcern or incident



Advantages of voluntaryAdvantages of voluntary
initiativesinitiatives

Can generally be developed, implemented and amendedCan generally be developed, implemented and amended
more rapidly than new legislationmore rapidly than new legislation

Developed Developed ‘‘by practitioners for practitionersby practitioners for practitioners’’, so, so
should be practical to implementshould be practical to implement

Should be reflective of collective industry Should be reflective of collective industry ‘‘wisdomwisdom’’
and prioritiesand priorities

Peer pressure can be exerted on Peer pressure can be exerted on ‘‘laggardlaggard’’ companies companies
to encourage complianceto encourage compliance

Difficult to justify not complying with something thatDifficult to justify not complying with something that
youyou’’ve voluntarily signed up tove voluntarily signed up to



Disadvantages of voluntaryDisadvantages of voluntary
initiativesinitiatives

No recourse under the law, unless compliance hasNo recourse under the law, unless compliance has
been specified as a condition of:been specified as a condition of:

Permit/licencePermit/licence
Project financeProject finance
Insurance coverInsurance cover

Initiative/Code requirements may often be Initiative/Code requirements may often be ‘‘diluteddiluted’’
through the need to compromise to achieve consensusthrough the need to compromise to achieve consensus
between various stakeholdersbetween various stakeholders

Codes/initiatives are usually Codes/initiatives are usually ‘‘outcome basedoutcome based’’ rather rather
than prescriptivethan prescriptive

Peer companies are often reluctant to censure Peer companies are often reluctant to censure ‘‘one ofone of
their owntheir own’’



Smaller Companies: Can &Smaller Companies: Can &
should they report?should they report?

SSmaller operators maller operators argue argue that detailed, extensivethat detailed, extensive
reporting is the preserve of big business due to thereporting is the preserve of big business due to the
costs such activity requires.costs such activity requires.
Questions to ask:Questions to ask:
–– Do you have material issues about which a range ofDo you have material issues about which a range of

key stakeholders require regular information?key stakeholders require regular information?
–– Do you have customers whose management systemsDo you have customers whose management systems

require regular performance data on your part?require regular performance data on your part?
–– Do you wish to demonstrate (as opposed to claim)Do you wish to demonstrate (as opposed to claim)

efficient, ethical business practice?efficient, ethical business practice?
–– Do you wish to measure your own progress/Do you wish to measure your own progress/

efficiencies over time?efficiencies over time?
–– How can a glossy report be more expensive thanHow can a glossy report be more expensive than

publication of performance?publication of performance?





Climate Change: How can companiesClimate Change: How can companies
respond?respond?

Implementing MeasuresImplementing Measures:  :  Carbon Offsetting/ carbonCarbon Offsetting/ carbon
CertificatesCertificates

Currently high-quality greenhouse gas emission reductionCurrently high-quality greenhouse gas emission reduction
certificates are generated through two ways:certificates are generated through two ways:

––  Accreditation and approval of the United NationsAccreditation and approval of the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)

––  Using voluntary offset standards (e.g). VER Gold Standard, Using voluntary offset standards (e.g). VER Gold Standard,
VCS, VER+ etc)VCS, VER+ etc)



Kyoto Protocol

Emissions Trading
CDM (Clean

Developement (CDM)
Mechanism

Joint Implementation
(JI)

Trading of Assigned
Amount Units (AAUs)
between Annex B
Countries

Emission Reduction
Project within a
developing country.
Certificates: CER
(certified emission
reduction)

Emission Reduction
Project within a
developing country.
Certificates: ERU
(emission reduction
unit)

Project Mechanisms

Mandatory Market Voluntary Market

VER Project

Emission Reduction Project within a
developing countries or Annex B
country Certificates: VER (verified
emission reduction)

Certificates can be used in the EU Emission Trading Scheme to comply with
national emission reduction goals or for voluntary carbon offsetting measures.

Certificates are used for voluntary
carbon offsetting measures. VERs can
not be used in the EU Emission
Trading Scheme.

 Carbon Emissions can be offset using emission reduction certificates.
 One emission reduction certificate is equivalent to 1t CO2.

Kyoto ProtocolKyoto Protocol

Emissions Trading
CDM (CleanCDM (Clean

Developement (Developement (Developement (Developement (CDM)
MechanismMechanismMechanism

Joint ImplementationJoint ImplementationJoint Implementation
((JIJI))

Trading of Assigned
Amount Units (AAUs)
between Annex B
CountriesCountries

Emission ReductionEmission Reduction
Project within a
developing country.
Certificates: Certificates: CER
(certified emission(certified emission
reduction)reduction)

Emission ReductionEmission ReductionEmission Reduction
Project within aProject within a
developing country.
Certificates: ERU
(emission reduction(emission reduction
unit)unit)

Project MechanismsProject Mechanisms

Mandatory MarketMandatory MarketMandatory MarketMandatory Market Voluntary MarketVoluntary MarketVoluntary MarketVoluntary MarketVoluntary MarketVoluntary MarketVoluntary Market

VERVER Project Project

Emission Reduction Project within aEmission Reduction Project within aEmission Reduction Project within aEmission Reduction Project within aEmission Reduction Project within aEmission Reduction Project within aEmission Reduction Project within aEmission Reduction Project within a
developing countries or Annex Bdeveloping countries or Annex Bdeveloping countries or Annex Bdeveloping countries or Annex Bdeveloping countries or Annex Bdeveloping countries or Annex Bdeveloping countries or Annex Bdeveloping countries or Annex Bdeveloping countries or Annex Bdeveloping countries or Annex B
country Certificates: country Certificates: country Certificates: country Certificates: country Certificates: VERVERVERVERVERVER (verified (verified (verified (verified
emission reduction)emission reduction)emission reduction)

Certificates can be used in the EU Emission Trading Scheme to comply with
national emission reduction goals or for voluntary carbon offsetting measures.national emission reduction goals or for voluntary carbon offsetting measures.

Certificates are used for voluntaryCertificates are used for voluntaryCertificates are used for voluntary
carbon offsetting measures. VERs cancarbon offsetting measures. VERs cancarbon offsetting measures. VERs cancarbon offsetting measures. VERs can
notnot be used in the EU Emission be used in the EU Emission be used in the EU Emission
Trading Scheme.Trading Scheme.Trading Scheme.Trading Scheme.

Implementing Measures: 
Carbon Offsetting/ carbon Certificates



European Emission TradingEuropean Emission Trading
Scheme (EU ETS) isScheme (EU ETS) is
completely independentcompletely independent
from Kyoto Mechanisms.from Kyoto Mechanisms.
It is a European system ofIt is a European system of
climate change policyclimate change policy
The EU ETS allows tradingThe EU ETS allows trading
of emission allowancesof emission allowances
between between companies.companies.
Kyoto Emission trading isKyoto Emission trading is
trading of AAU betweentrading of AAU between
countries.countries.
The connection betweenThe connection between
Kyoto and the EU ETS isKyoto and the EU ETS is
the the „„Linking DirectiveLinking Directive““
that allows the transferthat allows the transfer
of CERs and ERUs into theof CERs and ERUs into the
EU ETS and their use forEU ETS and their use for
compliance purposes.compliance purposes.

Kyoto Protocol

Emissions Trading
CDM (Clean

Developement (CDM)
Mechanism

Joint Implementation
(JI)

Project Mechanisms

Mandatory Market

EU Linking Directive

EU ETS

Trading of Assigned
Amount Units (AAUs)
between Annex B
Countries

Trading of EUAs
(European Union
Allowances) between
companies

Kyoto ProtocolKyoto Protocol

Emissions TradingEmissions TradingEmissions TradingEmissions Trading
CDM (CleanCDM (Clean

Developement (Developement (CDMCDM))
MechanismMechanism

Joint ImplementationJoint ImplementationJoint Implementation
((JI)

Project MechanismsProject Mechanisms

Implementing Measures: 
Carbon Offsetting/ carbon Certificates



Source: Ecosystem Marketplace, New Carbon Finance (2008)

Transaction Volume by Project Type and Project Location in 2007

Implementing Measures: 
Carbon Offsetting/ carbon Certificates



Pricing by Standard

CDM The wholesale market price for CERs is at around € 18. A seller therefore has the
possibility to sell the CER to a compliance customer at that price using a
standardized and cost efficient process and will sell to other buyers only, if any
additional administration costs are covered by additional revenues. Additional costs
apply for marketing expenses, certificate management, administration, value added
tax etc. Therefore, CERs are sold in the area of € 14 to € 30.

VCS VCU prices depend to a large extend on the project type. VCS version 1 VCUs are
traded at € 5 to € 15.

CCX CCX offsets are traded at €1.2–3.1. Additional costs apply for  exchange fees,
marketing expenses, certificate management, administration, providers profit,
value added tax etc. and resale prices will usually be higher than the price listed on
the exchange.

VER+ VER+ offset prices depend to a large extend on the project type and are traded at
€ 5 to € 15.

GS GS CER or GS VERs are sold on average at a premium to regular CERs or
comparable VERs of 5-25% of the market price. The premium varies depending on a
number of factors: the project itself (ist attractiveness for communication for
example), project location (projects in so called least-developedcountries for
example, are much sought after), whether a trade happens in the wholesale or in
the retail market, vintage etc.

Source: WWF (2008): Making Sense of the Voluntary Carbon Market. A Comparison of Carbon Offset Standards

Implementing Measures: 
Carbon Offsetting/ carbon Certificates



Source: WWF (2008): Making Sense of the Voluntary Carbon Market. A Comparison of Carbon Offset Standards

CDM
UNFCCC

large = yes yes yes All minus
REDD,
new HFC,
nuclear

no = €14–30

VCS
Carbon Market Actors

new; likely
to be large

= yes no Planned All minus
new HFC

no - €5–15

CCX
CCX Members and
Carbon Market Actors

large in
the
US - yes yes yes All no - €1.2–3.1

VER+
Carbon Market Actors
(e.g. TÜV SÜD)

small but
growing

= yes no yes CDM minus
large hydro yes - €5–15

Gold Standard
Environmental NGOs

small but
growing

=/+1 yes yes Planned EE, RE only yes + VERs 10–20€
CERs: up to
10€ premium
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Implementing Measures: 
 Comparison of Carbon Offset Standards



THANK YOUTHANK YOU
ANY QUESTIONS ?ANY QUESTIONS ?




